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ABSTRACT
Imperative, objectoriented, and multiparadigm programming languages are dominant
in higher education. However, the use of functional languages is emerging. In paral
lel, features supporting functional paradigm (FP) have been added to languages tra
ditionally categorized to other paradigms. Students benefit from fluency with several
paradigms. In the studied primary Web Development course, JavaScript was used to
familiarize students with selected features of the FP. The grading of the FP exercises
was automatic. The automatic graders guaranteed the uniformity of feedback, treating
each student’s submissions equally. Exercise graders accepted multiple submissions,
and their feedback suggested code improvements to students. After each of the ten
exercise modules, students (N=257) estimated the topic difficulty and gave feedback.
The postmodule questionnaires emphasized FP topics in particular. The results show
that students are aware of programming paradigms, but more support should be offered
when learning new ones, for instance, having more concrete instructions and handson
videos. The need for more instructions was apparent as, after the course’s FP intro
duction, some students were still easily confused about such abstract FP concepts
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as ‘functions as firstclass citizens’. However, exercise results showed that students
learned to use the taught FP features. They found them difficult, but for example, the
JavaScript concurrency model was found to be more difficult.

1 INTRODUCTION

Paradigmatic classification of programming languages does not fully capture their multi
paradigm nature if a multiparadigm language is classified under one paradigm. Yet
paradigmatic classification provides ameans to structure a vastly heterogeneous space
of software design and implementation methodologies and their associated program
ming languages [1, 2]. Generalpurpose programming languages have adopted con
cepts that were first introduced in functional programming languages: for example
lambda functions and new immutable data structures have been introduced to C++
and Java [3–6]. In addition, Python and JavaScript (ECMAScript version 6) support
functions as arguments, and currying. These modern multiparadigm languages can
be used to introduce FP features to students. As programming languages are becom
ing multiparadigm in increasing quantities, students should be taught about applying
these paradigms.

JavaScript is used in the industry for implementing Web applications. Learning this lan
guage which is appreciated by potential employers adds to many students’ motivation.
As a side dish for the main course of learning JavaScript, its functional features can be
used to teach functional programming, too.

The context for this work is a basic Web Development course. The course’s intended
learning outcomes would see students be able to design and implement basic Web
server and client applications, and be able to describe and use FP feature presented
during the course. Based on its use in the industry, and its FP features JavaScript
was chosen as the programming language for the course. The course’s JavaScript
exercises included FP tasks. In these FP tasks students designed and implemented
code, approaching the task using the FP paradigm.

At the start of the course students’ understanding of functional programming concepts
was collected with a questionnaire in order to come up with a suitable curriculum along
with fitting learning activities. While the transfer of FP concepts was measured with
the exercises, their retention was captured by a questionnaire aimed at checking the
knowledge they have gained during the course.

Vast majority of the course’s online programming exercises were automatically graded,
a couple used peerreviews to introduce students to other students’ code and giving
useful feedback. Students worked on their code in their own Git repositories. Upon
student submission automatic grader programs wfould clone the students code, run it
against the grader’s test code. After the tests were run, the grader would give students
the points for the exercises, and importantly feedback on how a student could improve
the code they had submitted. For each of the exercises, students had a change to
submit their code multiple times, typically 20 submissions per exercise. This number of
submissions could enable students to use the grader to iteratively improve their code,
as they reflected on the features discussed in the exercise.

2 RELATED WORK

In the functional programming paradigm, functions are pure: pure functions depend



only on their input values, their parameters. Whenever a pure function would receive
the same inputs, its output would consistently remain the same. Pure functions cause
no side effects, such as state changes, where the state is defined as aCartesian product
of the values of all the variables of the program.

In mathematics, functions are also pure. Algebra is the domain of mathematics that
is the most concerned with functions and variables. The transfer between algebraic
constructs and computer science has been found to have favorable effects on learning
in both directions [7, 8]. In their seminal work, ‘How to design programs?’ Felleisen et
al. set guidelines for implementing a program in a reusable and secure manner, the
key feature being purity [9]. Moreover, Design Recipe systematizes problem solving:
a problem is divided into smaller solvable steps, i.e., functions, with a testdriven ap
proach [9]. The use of Design Recipe has proven to foster the right order of operations
and the composition of nested functions. Thus, Felleisen and Krishnamurthi state that
functional programming provides the strongest evidence for the favorable effects on
math skills [10].

Felleisen and Krishnamurthi list FP’s advantages, i.e., more disciplined approach to
problem solving, no sideeffects, and data immutability. These features provide chances
for applying mathematical structures to computer science, which is likely to appeal to
academics and educators in CS field. A stricter FP approach would also foster code
level testability, security, an increased support for distributed and parallel computing,
and largescale development. The value of this approach is understood in the industry,
too.

When looking at the popularity of functional programming languages in the TIOBE
index[11], currently (Mar/2021) the first functional programming language is R in the
13th position, while and MATLAB and functionalflavoured Swift place 18th and 19th,
respectively. However, some useful features of FP have been adopted by languages
traditionally seen as representatives of other paradigms. These features include lamb
das and some monadic structures. Lambdas have been introduced in mainstream lan
guages such as C# (C# v2.0, 2006), PHP (PHP 5.3.0, 2009), C++ (version 11, 2011),
and Java (version 8, 2014), whereas in JavaScript lambdas are inherently builtin to the
structure of the language, thereby existent from the very beginning.

JavaScript has borrowed such FP features from functional Scheme, Scheme being
one of the primary influencers. Thus, JavaScript enables demonstrating ideas from FP.
Students are partly motivated by desire to optimize their skill set for transition to working
life. For the teaching of FP to bear more fruit, we should seek ways to align teaching
with the intentional motivation of students to be easily employable [12] and ways for
lowering the threshold of learning [13].

2.1 JavaScript and functional programming
JavaScript has several features which enable functional programming. One of them is
functions as firstclass citizens: functions are accepted as variables, and as parameters
of other functions. Moreover, JavaScript has a singlethreaded, eventdriven concur
rency model. This enables concurrently executing for example userinitiated events,
network requests, UI rendering, and animations. When developing Web applications
with JavaScript asynchronous processing is a key feature, as there will be delays in the
communication between clients and servers. The concurrency model relies on asyn
chronous callbacks and functions as parameters, i.e., the affordances of functional pro
gramming.



Higherorder functions can be used in JavaScript with, for example, Array’s methods
map(), filter(), and reduce(). ECMAScript version 6 and a great deal of libraries in
JavaScript ecosystem are to some extent based on the ideas of FP.

However, for the majority of students, the move towards FP has proven to be quite a
challenge [14]. This study then aims at improving the comprehension of these difficul
ties, and, ultimately, lowering the learning threshold. Thus, this study asks:

• RQ1: Which programming paradigms were students aware of before WebDev1
course?

• RQ2: Which JavaScript topics, and in particular which FP concepts, were stu
dents struggling with?

• RQ3: What could the course personnel do to make those FP concepts easier to
grasp?

3 RESEARCH CONTEXT

The studied WebDev1 course is a comprehensive introduction to both frontend and
backend web technologies. Frontend technologies comprise of HTML5, CSS, and
JavaScript, whereas backend introduces Node.js. Unlike previous years, the utilization
of Node.js frameworks, such as Express and Handlebars, was omitted. Instead, vanilla
JavaScript approach was used primarily for pedagogical reasons: frameworks come
and go, but HTTP and generic clientserver architecture will stay. The course is targeted
to third and fourthyear students. The prerequisites for this course include three basic
programming courses, and a basic database course. Prerequisites imply that course
participants should have a considerable amount of programming routine, including a
basic understanding of project work, e.g., from using Agile project management.

The study was conducted during the global COVID restrictions, where moving to remote
teaching was a general recommendation. Thus, WebDev1 course replaced previous
lectures with video recordings, and onpremises tutoring with online tutoring sessions.
Students struggling with the exercises or the coursework assignment could get help
during these socalled Kooditorio sessions, which were held in Teams. Kooditorio is
a tutoring practice akin to primetime [15], except voluntary, where teachers and as
sistants answer questions, debug and coimplement students’ code and scaffold them
finalizing their exercises. Outside the set session times, the same Teams channels
functioned as a Q&A discussion board. The students were encouraged to help each
other and respond to these questions, cooperation between students was encouraged
in coursemessages. During exercises and coursework assignment, the discussion was
lively and the channel was extensively used. The assignment was done in pairs that,
preferably, would also foster learning from each other. The earlier study has shown that
earlier social connections primarily guide group formation, while help seeking within the
groups is geared towards students with the most domain knowledge [16]. In this imple
mentation, the groups were formed by course personnel with the help of an algorithm,
which was designed to allocate pairs from students with the same target grades and
performance level, also the responses to a group formation quiz were influential in the
match making.



3.1 Grading
To complete the course, students had to pass weekly exercises, a coursework assign
ment, and an exam. The rounds overlapped so that the next exercise round opened
before the current one closed. The topics consisted of, e.g., HTTP, ClientServer archi
tecture, DOM, Web security, authentication, data persistence, and MVC architecture.
In parallel, a transferral thread of FP was run.

The grading of exercises and the coursework assignment was automated where pos
sible. Without automation, the amount of work would have been enormous, the theo
retical maximum total number of submissions was 205.600. Course personnel of three
could not have assessed this number of submissions manually.

3.2 FP topics in the course content
The imperative paradigm is dominant in the curricula of CS students. This basic Web
Development 1 course (hereafter: WebDev1) might be the first time they are exposed
to FP. For learning functional programming, WebDev1 course sought to act as an easy
starting point: during the course the following aspects of FP were discussed:

• the emphasis on “no side effects” and immutability (const rather than let or var, map() rather than
inplace changes with for loop)

• functions as firstclass citizens

• higherorder functions (Array methods: map(), filter(), and reduce())

• arrow functions.

Listed topics were covered more deeply in materials and exercises. They were comple
mented by a cursory introduction of the following in materials and questionnaires: recur
sion and higherorder functions in general, continuationpassing style, currying, func
tors / monads, and finally railwayoriented programming. Fifth exercise round had exer
cises on the central functional programming practice of avoiding side effects from func
tion calls and the associated immutable data, as well as higherorder Array functions
map,() filter(), and reduce(). The tenth exercise round included discussion in the ma
terials on topics related to functional programming: higherorder functions, recursion,
functors/monads, continuationpassing style, and railwayoriented programming.

In JavaScript, the prominence of functions manifests itself also in handling asynchronic
ity with callbacks; this in contrast to other imperative languages, where functions as
parameters are not so common. The syntax for using asynchronicity in JavaScript
has evolved in steps from callbacks to promises, and finally to async/await. Promises
provide twofold handling options: promise can either resolve or reject. Here again,
functions play the main role, whereas async/await returns to a more conventional con
trol flow. In the scale of one function, async/await behavior is synclike: the magic
happens in the background, where actions do not block the execution of each other.
Asynchronous callbacks and highorder functions force students to practice coding in
a functionoriented manner.

Many software developers start their careers inWeb development. The JavaScript code
that runs in the context of a web browser with the help of a library such as React, pro
vides a learning laboratory for CS students and prepares them for future multiparadigm
challenges. A functional programming library such as Ramda can add a great deal of
functional look and feel to showcase algorithm design in a more declarative and func
tional way. Ramda is suitable for demonstrating sideeffect free algorithm design with



pure and curried functions.

JavaScript can be a good tool for learning and teaching the ideas of functional pro
gramming. Once the teaching of the language constructs is combined with teaching
practices that are not only motivating, but also conceptually rewarding, we may be able
to hit the sweet spot of designing learning solutions.

If JavaScript were taught along with libraries, such as React and Ramda, this might help
the students to grasp the skills required by employers and make the learning curve for
functional programming easier. The React library is considered moderately easy and
therefore may be suitable for teaching [17]. Both libraries promote sideeffect free style
for writing software.

3.3 Method and research instruments
The WebDev1 course will be developed in iteration cycles twice a year. The develop
ment started in 2019 [18]; in 2020, it was continued by the introduction of new auto
graders mainly for static code analysis. Cyclic development with reflective redesign
phases is characteristic of designbased research (DBR) [19] [20] [21]. DBR mandates
a guiding background theory, and this study leans of the previous findings of flipped
learning in the course arrangements [22–24]. On FP, we looked back to research re
porting on courses that applied FP principles.

In DBR, educational solutions are combined with the empirical interventions and proof:
DBR systematizes course development cycle of design, development, enactment, and
analysis [25–27]. Here the cycle represents a course term. The retrospective analysis
inserts requirements into the design of the next implementation [28–30]. The redesign
implies ‘reflective conversation with the situation’ [31], whereby course personnel ob
serves the effects of new arrangements and refines them if necessary.

At the start of the course, the prior knowledge of students was captured using a pre
questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of 20 Likertscale questions followed by
three openended questions about programming experience and knowledge. The Likert
scale questions corresponded with the topics of each exercise round, complemented
with some additional transversal skills in functional programming. The three open
ended questions were:

• My programming experience in years.

• Programming languages that I know.

• Programming paradigms I am aware of.

Each exercise round was completed with a similar questionnaire collecting students’
open questions, and difficulties with the taught topics.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Students’ awareness of programming paradigms
The data for RQ1 ‘Which programming paradigms were students aware of before the
FP intervention of WebDev1 course?’ was collected as a part of the prequestionnaire.
The mentioned programming paradigms are presented in Table 1. Students could list
any number of paradigms they were aware of. ‘Being aware’ may have been too vague
an expression. Some students listed as much as nine paradigms, it can be assumed
that at least a few of them interpreted the purpose to be to list all the paradigms they



had even some familiarity with. On the other end of the spectrum, 36 students left
the question empty, and additional 12 students answered with a variant of ‘I do not
know any paradigms’. Some students mixed programming languages with program
ming paradigms. When looking at this data, it should be kept in mind that the number
of programming paradigms that exist is not a universallyagreed upon quantity. For
example, procedural programming is a form of imperative programming, and there is
an overlap between logical programming and declarative programming.

Paradigm Mentions (n) Paradigm Mentions (n)
Objectoriented 162 Functional 114
Procedural 47 Imperative 34
Declarative 22 Eventbased 10
Logical 8 Structured 6
Datadriven 2 Reactive 1

Table 1: Mentioned programming paradigms

As expected, the objectoriented paradigm was the most wellknown, being mentioned
by 162 students: first programming courses in Tampere University use objectoriented
programming languages. In contrast, the imperative programming paradigm got only
34 mentions, even if the objectoriented paradigm can be categorized as an imperative
paradigm.

Surprisingly, the functional paradigm got secondmost mentions, with 114 students stat
ing they are aware of it. This was unexpected, as there had not been any functional pro
gramming courses in their curriculum. Functional languages multiparadigm languages
popularity both in and outside academia could be one valid explanation, with possible
contribution by JavaScript. Functional paradigm may be grouped under declarative
paradigms, which itself got 22 mentions.

4.2 Experienced difficulty levels of exercise topics
Students’ answers to questionnaires in each exercise round about the experienced dif
ficulty of the topics discussed used a range from difficult(1) to easy(5). The number of
respondents dropped towards the end. The first topic in the first exercise round ques
tionnaire (Git) received submissions from 227 students, while the last topic in the last
questionnaire (Error handling) received 110. There is a noticeable drop in the number
of students filling questionnaires when exercise rounds moved from ninth data persis
tence exercise round to the tenth which handled MVC and code quality.

Among topics that students felt were the easiest are Git version control (154 viewing
the topic as easy or somewhat easy [67.8%, n=227]), JavaScript’s events (125 [61%,
n=205]), JSON file and data format (105 [57%, n=184]) and LocalStorage API used for
data persistence in the browser(87 [55%, n=157]). These topics come from different
exercise rounds, so the relative ease students felt with the subject matter is not ex
plained by the one or two exercise rounds having a familiar subject matter. While many
of the students studied will have encountered Git and JSON in their earlier courses,
JavaScript events or LocalStorage API were not taught in any earlier course in Tam
pere University.

The most difficult general topics included the REST architecture (76 students regarded
the topic difficult/somewhat difficult [36%, n=209]), spread operator (72 [39%n=186]),
CORS (63 [36%, n=174]), sessions and streams (91 [52%, n=175]). Among asyn
chronous JavaScript topics especially difficult were Promises (83 [47%, n=177]) and
async/await (88 [49%, n=178]). These two asynchronous topics are so fundamental,



that they can be seen as threshold concepts.

Looking at students’ difficulties with FP topics relatively most difficult topics were per
ceived to be: the requirement for function calls to have no side effects (86 students
reporting the topic was difficult or somewhat difficult [36%, n=180]) and the closely
related immutability of the object’s state data (73 [40%, n=183]). Other difficult FP top
ics were functors/monads (48 [43%, n=112]), railway orientedprogramming (46 [41%,
n=111]), and higherorder functions (40 [36%, n=112]).

These terms are part of the knowledge students will require to understand and apply
functional programming in problem solving in the future. That these topics were harder
to grasp comes as no surprise, if we keep in mind that the curriculum is such that they
will take functional programming courses during the next years of their studies.

These answers can be viewed in the context of students’ answers to the prequestionnaire
where 114 students reported being aware of FP. In the same questionnaire the report
edly difficult FP topics are at the same time central to the paradigm. This can be inter
preted to mean that students aware of FP, but were not introduced to FP in the previous
courses. The gentle FP primer offered as part of this course was then well placed to
find an audience that was already aware of the paradigm.

4.3 Peer tutoring and scaffolding
Help seeking during the course was enabled using Teams channels where students
could ask and answer questions. 240 students participated in the discussions, 15 re
ceived extra points ranging from 2 to 5 for being active on the channels. Overall, the
activity points correlated with higher course grades, as all but one of the 15 students
received grade 3 or higher. As these students had answered questions in the channels,
the channels provided peertutoring from more knowledgeable others [32] in comple
ment to scaffold by the course personnel.

The opportunity for earning the extra activity points was made known to students at
the start of the course. Pursuing those extra points might have been a part of what
motivated the active students, but still their efforts enabled other students receive com
petent and timely help. If this would have happened without the extra activity points, is
up to debate.

5 CONCLUSIONS

RQ1: Which programming paradigms were students aware of before the FP inter
vention of WebDev1 course? Several paradigms were mentioned, most frequently
objectoriented and functional paradigms. Students’ answers, however, revealed that
many did not fully understand what a programming paradigm is. This can be seen as
a product of the codefirst approach in the earlier courses. Students can design and
implement code without identifying the underlying paradigms and their pros and cons.
The introduction of prominent paradigms would give them a basic structure for under
standing and classifying programming languages.

RQ2: Which JavaScript topics, and in particular which FP concepts, were stu
dents struggling with? Asynchronous features of JavaScript, using Promises and
async/await, were the most difficult topics, and encountering JavaScript concurrency
model for the first time during this course added to the difficulty. Asynchronous features
are extensively used in modern web development, thus their perception is of pivotal im



portance. Compared with async, FP was considered easier: FP topics were reported
being difficult or only somewhat difficult. The difficult topics included, among others, no
sideeffects, and immutability.

RQ3: What could the course personnel do to make those FP concepts easier to
grasp? The student feedback suggested that the course personnel should create
more concrete examples covering both lecture slides and handson videos. Videos
should be short and tothepoint, and material and attached exercises should flow in
sync. From students’ feedback we could also read that very abstract concepts, such as
the ones borrowed frommathematics, should be properly primed and explained. These
concepts comprise, e.g., higherorder functions and functions as firstclass citizens.
Using JavaScript libraries such as Underscore.js, Ramda and Lodash could be used
for making understanding these concepts easier to see and implement at code level
while using functional programming.

6 FURTHER STUDIES
The results direct the improvements of the course in the next DBR cycle, the main result
being a call for a more concrete FP approach: examples and handson videos could be
elevated with visualizations to demonstrate FP and async principles that were ranked
the most challenging topic. The right rhythm of videos and exercises may be found with
the help of flipped learning research.

Data collected by Learning management system XYZ and GitLab is massive and would
provide material for learning analytics; the results should be accessible for both teach
ers and students. Students could be keen on performance comparisons, though this
might induce unnecessary competition. Comparing students’ performance with their
own earlier performance is safer. Current Learning management system XYZ graders
check code quality and conventions. In addition, a grader visualizing the learning pro
cess would be handy in improving students’ consciousness of their strengths and weak
nesses, preferably with suggestions of exercises to fill the gaps. The anticipated grader
is called a selfreflection grader.
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